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Product Specifications

Pioneer DEH6150BT CD/USB with Built-in Bluetooth
Introducing a better Hand-free Solution
Simple and Convenient having Bluetooth built right into the unit, with no additional hands free car kits or other
accessories needed. Built in Blutooth technology with Parrot Module allows for increased phone compatibility
(more phone options) and improved noise reduction that can reduce the effect of road noises
noises. Parrot technology
also gives you auto Phone book synchronization between your handset and the DEH-6150BT.
More Phonebook Memory
Use with phone pairing to transfer your entire phonebook at a single time to the DEH-6150BT, it can memorize up
to 1000 different numbers. Also includes ABC search for easy dialing.
SMS Alert
SMS alert lets you know if you receive any incoming text messages, even if you are listening to loud music. The
message alert will play a sound and an icon will appear on the screen
screen.
Phonebook Access
Don't stop the music to make a call. You can access a phonebook without switching from the sound source to
Bluetooth mode.
"Wireless Audio" Control and streaming
When you're not utilising hands-free calling the DEH-6150BT can use Bluetooth Wireless Technology to feed your
appetite for entertainment. Using "Wireless Audio" control and streaming (AVRCP, A2DP) you can control and
listen to compatible audio player or music phone on your head unit
unit.
Front USB Connection
Take your favorite MP3 and WMA files for a ride. The DEH-6150BT has a front USB terminal to directly connect a
portable digital player, USB memory device or other USB-compatible gear, so you can play in your car whatever
you have recoreded via PC. It's fast and easy. No adapters required.

Design and specifications subject to change without notice.
Note: All products come with full Manufacturers Warranty.
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Direct iPod & iPhone Connection
Connect your iPod or iPhone directly into the DEH-6150BT via the optional CD-IU50 cable. Enjoy complete control
g p
podcast, and audio book chapters
p
on yyour iPod or iPhone through
g the head unit
of menu's shuffle function, songs,
interfaces quickly and easily as you were using the device itself. Direct connection also recharges during playback
and use.
Link Play for iPod
Listening to an artist that you just can't get enough of and want to hear more? Now you can use Link Play to
rediscover music buried in the thousands of songs on your library. You can also have your passenger control your
music directly from the iPod
Sub Control
Subwoofer control allow you to adjust the cut-off frequency and output level from your subwoofer, giving you great
control of the bass from the Pioneer sound system.
RCA Pre-outs
The provision of output connections for connection to one, tow or three amplifiers, the DEH-6150BT has 1 RCA
(Selectable rear / Subwoofer)
Direct Sub Drive
Enable you to amplify your front speakers by 2 x 50W while using the rear channel outputs to drive the subwoofer
to enjoy outstanding full power bass without an extra amplifier.
Rotary Commander and List keys
Next to the Rotary Commander on the DEH-6150BT sits a large LIST key for extra quick, easy file search and
access. Press it to display folder or file lists, rotate the commander dial to search, then press the commander
button for playback
Advanced Sound Retriever
Hear the glory of original sound across a deeper, wider spectrum from highly compressed MP3 and WMA files
stored on a USB memory device. By compensating for data (especially higher frequencies) that tend to get lost in
the digital compression process, Pioneer's Advanced Sound Retriever technology enhances audio reproduction
nearly all the way up to 20kHz frequencies.
Built in 50W x 4 Channel High-Power MOSFET Amplifier
To minimize voltage loss in its head unit amplifiers, Pioneer built-in high-performance Power MOSFET integrated
circuitry into all its head units. The MOSFET amplifier processes signals more efficiently at 50W x 4 maximum total
output. This reduces distortion to virtually nothing at high frequency ranges giving you great clear sound.
Front Aux-In Connection
Hook up your portable digital devices with ease in an instant. Each new Pioneer head unit has a built-in AUX input
on the front panel so you can connect your iPod, MP3 player and other portable music devices.
Supertuner IIID
For superior AM/FM radio reception and enjoyment. Digital circuitry is used to deliver excellent radio performance
in all conditions including situations where the signal is poor or degraded.
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EEQ – Easy 3 band parametric Equalizer
You can adjust the sound according to the music you listen to. Switch between five preset equalization curves
(Super Bass,
(Super,
Bass Powerful
Powerful, Natural
Natural, Vocal
Vocal, Flat) simply by pushing an EQ button
button. You can also boost the volume
volume.
Select among three levels of loudness (high/mid/low).
Detachable Face Security
All of our head units have a detachable face that you can hide away or take with you when you leave your car.
Wired Remote control input
Since entertainment shouldn't compromise driving safety, Pioneer engineered this feature for cars with factory equipped remote control installed on the steering wheel to give drivers more convenient control of a Pioneer head
unit without having to take their hands off the wheel
wheel.
10 Key Wireless Remote control
Hand over control of the music to those in the back seat.
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